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Most hybrid films grown by atomic and molecular layer deposition (ALD and MLD) at relatively

low temperatures commonly incorporate aliphatic organic bifunctional hydrocarbons as their

organic counterparts. This often results in “double reactions” leading to lower growth rates,

relatively poor film quality, and atmospherically unstable hybrid films. Although such a drawback

has been overcome in the past using three-step ABC reactions, aromatic organic precursors, and

heterobifunctional precursors, each has displayed one or the other limitations of growth. In this

work, the possibility of overcoming double reactions during hybrid film growth by MLD at rela-

tively low temperatures using an sp-hybridized carbon backbone organic precursor is explored. 1,4-

butynediol (BDy) along with trimethylaluminum (TMA) is used to deposit “alucone” films at

80 �C. A comparison on growth and properties of the resultant film is drawn with another alucone

film deposited using alkane based hydrocarbon, 1,4-butanediol (BD). In situ quartz crystal micro-

balance and fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy studies are performed to determine and

compare the growth and surface chemistry of the deposited films. Unfortunately, TMA-BDy films

show similar growth characteristics to TMA-BD ones. A 2:1 stoichiometry of growth is observed

not only for TMA-BD but also for TMA-BDy films. This shows the occurrence of double reactions

irrespective of the carbon–carbon linkages for the linear homobifunctional organic precursors used.

A detailed understanding of the stability issue of the deposited hybrid films is further obtained uti-

lizing ex situ FTIR and x-ray reflectivity measurements in this work. Published by the AVS.
https://doi.org/10.1116/1.4990776

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrids are a class of compounds in which the synergistic

combination of inorganic and organic constituents results in

innovative properties different from their parent counterparts.1

Thus, the benefits of both worlds of chemistry are obtained in a

single molecular composite in hybrid films. Organic-inorganic

thin films possessing interesting properties due to their specific

functionalities often find wide usage in various applications.2,3

Hybrid films are used extensively as dielectric layers in thin

film transistors, as charge trapping layers in memory devices,

as photocatalytic layers, as gas barrier layers, etc.4–10

Although an attractive class of compounds, deposition of

hybrid thin films puts forth quite a challenge due to the dis-

tinctly different physical and chemical characteristics of the

organic and inorganic components involved.11–13 The variety

of possible applications not only demand an accurate thick-

ness of the deposited films but also at various temperatures,

often as low as room temperature in the case of flexible sub-

strate applications. Over the last few years, the combination

of atomic layer deposition (ALD) and molecular layer deposi-

tion (MLD) has successfully emerged as a distinctive method

for depositing organic–inorganic hybrid thin films.14–16 While

ALD caters to the deposition of the inorganic constituents,

MLD, a variant of ALD, involving molecules instead of

atoms, is responsible for the incorporation of the organic

counterpart into the single molecular chain in such hybrid

films.16,17 It is the sequential, self-limiting surface reaction of

ALD and MLD that makes possible the growth of uniform,

conformal, and pin hole free hybrid thin films on a variety of

substrates with accurate thickness control.

The very first ALD/MLD hybrid film reported in the open

literature is a poly(aluminum ethylene glycol) film using tri-

methylaluminum (TMA) and ethylene glycol (EG) as the

inorganic and organic precursor, respectively.18 The result-

ing polymer in the form (-O-Al-O-R)n has since then been

used as a reference for the growth of numerous other hybrid

films. Most common amongst them are a group of metalox-

ide polymer films popularly known as the “metalcones.”14

The family of these metalcone films are developed using dif-

ferent metalorganic precursors coupled with various organic

alcohols to form hybrid polymer chains. Depending on their

inorganic centers, these films are named “alucones,”18–20

zincones,21–23 titanicones,24 zircones,25 etc.

The organic alcohols used for the development of metal-

cones are mostly homobifunctional linear carbon chains.a)Electronic mail: shaibal.sarkar@iitb.ac.in
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One of the drawbacks of such molecules is the probability of

occurrence of “double reactions” during film growth.18

These homobifunctional precursors like EG having weak

rigidity tend to react twice with the surface sites, thus com-

promising growth of the hybrid chains. This not only

decreases the growth rate of the resulting films but also ham-

pers the film quality and stability.18 Such a limitation is how-

ever overcome by utilizing a three-step ABC reaction

involving a ring opening mechanism as reported by Yoon

et al.26 These chain opening reactions although result in a

significantly higher growth rate of films but does so at the

expense of complicating the deposition mechanism with the

use of extra precursors. A comparative simpler solution if

further obtained by using aromatic diols like hydroqui-

none.21,22 Although homobifunctional in nature, the presence

of a stiff benzene backbone prevents the possibility of the

molecule to react twice in such cases.27,28

Aromatic homobifunctional organic precursor based hybrid

films overcome the disadvantage of double reactions, how-

ever, at the expense of higher deposition temperatures1,27 The

extremely low vapor pressure of most of the aromatic organic

precursors necessitating higher annealing temperature of the

compounds limits the possibility of depositing hybrid films at

lower temperatures. This restricts the applicability of the

organic–inorganic films in various fields especially for tem-

perature sensitive applications. Moreover, the instability issue

of these hybrid films also poses to be a concern in terms of

their applications in various domains.29

Thus, a trade-off between linear growth and higher

growth rates and lower deposition temperature coupled with

improved stability of hybrid films by ALD/MLD using

homobifunctional organic precursors definitely needs to be

explored further. We believe that one of the ways to achieve

this aim is the possible usage of alkyne organic precursors.

The alkyne molecules having an sp-hybridized carbon back-

bone can provide a better support avoiding bending of the

organic molecules and subsequent double reactions, thus

resulting in straight polymeric chains. Adequate vapor pres-

sure obtained at relatively low annealing temperature allows

low temperature deposition of these hybrid films, thus solv-

ing both the issues of growth rate and lower deposition tem-

perature. In this work, aluminum alkoxide alucone films are

grown using 1,4-butynediol (HO-C4H4-OH, BDy) along

with trimethylaluminum. Growth characteristics of the resul-

tant film are compared with those of another alucone film

developed using an aliphatic organic diol, 1,4-butanediol

(HO-C4H8-OH, BD), for comparing the growth chemistry of

both types of linear organic precursors with different carbon

linkages. The well-known atomistic reaction between a met-

alorganic precursor and a diol is also established using den-

sity functional theory (DFT) in this work. The growth

characteristics including the self-limiting behavior of TMA

and BD/BDy are studied using in situ quartz crystal micro-

balance (QCM). The change in surface-species during each

half-cycle reaction is observed by means of in situ Fourier

transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measurements. Ex
situ FTIR and x-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements are

further carried out in this work to study the stability of the

resultant films in ambient.

II. EXPERIMENT

Alucone films are deposited in a hot walled viscous flow

ALD reactor. The design of the reactor is similar to the one

described by Elam et al. earlier.30 TMA (Sigma Aldrich) is

used as the aluminum source, while BD (Sigma Aldrich) and

BDy (Sigma Aldrich) are used as the organic sources to

deposit the hybrid films. All the precursors are used as

received. While TMA is maintained at room temperature,

the stainless steel bubbler retaining BD and BDy is heated to

80 and 50 �C, respectively. All the precursors are dosed into

the reactor through differentially heated lines to avoid any

unwanted condensation inside them. Due to the compara-

tively lower vapor pressure of BD and BDy, they are dosed

into the reactor with the assistance of a carrier gas through

an overhead gas assembly. Precursor doses are controlled

using pneumatically controlled bellow valves and manual

metering valves. All depositions are done in a laminar flow

regime at a pressure of 0.9 Torr maintained inside the reactor

with high purity N2 flow, controlled by mass flow controllers

(MKS). Here, N2 is used both as the purging and the carrier

gas.

During deposition, film growth is monitored using in situ
QCM. An AT-cut gold coated polished crystal with a reso-

nant frequency of 6 MHz (from Inficon) is used in a crystal

drawer and retainer assembly and inserted into the reactor

horizontally facing upward. Nonconducting silver epoxy is

used to vacuum seal the crystal, thus preventing any precur-

sor deposition on the backside of it. As a further precaution,

an additional 0.1 Torr of N2 flow is also maintained inside

the reactor to prevent deposition on the crystal back. An

Inficon SQM-160 thickness monitor is used to record the fre-

quency change of the crystal during deposition of the film.

This change in frequency is converted into mass gain using

the Saurbrey equation.31

Surface chemistry during each ALD/MLD cycle of alu-

cone deposition is studied employing in situ FTIR spectros-

copy. Thin films are deposited on KBr pellets in a similarly

equipped reactor as the previous one. In this arrangement,

the beam from the IR source passes through a ZnSe window

before falling on the substrate. The transmitted IR beam is

then detected using an externally placed liquid N2 cooled

mercury cadmium telluride detector after passing through

another ZnSe window. All the absorbance spectra are cap-

tured using a Vertex 70 instrument from Bruker over a range

of 370 to 4000 cm�1, with a resolution of 4 cm�1, and aver-

aged over 100 scans. Ex situ FTIR spectra for stability stud-

ies are also recorded in the same instrument but using an

internally placed deuterated triglycine sulfate detector, over

the same wavelength range.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. In situ QCM studies

A theoretical understanding on the atomistic reaction

mechanism between TMA and BD/BDy is first attained from
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DFT calculations. The potential energy surface diagrams

obtained for the overall reaction of

Að ÞAl CH3ð Þ3
� þ OH� R� OH

! Al� O� R� OH � þCH4;

where “R” represents C4H8 or C4H4 in this case for BD or

BDy, respectively, and “*” stands for the surface species,

show exothermic reactions for both, with minimal activation

barrier involved [shown in Figs. S1(a) and S1(b) in the sup-

plementary material].32 This ascertains the feasibility of low

temperature deposition of TMA-BD/BDy films.

Thus, an ideal TMA-BD/BDy growth reaction chemistry

can be considered as depicted in the schematic in Fig. 1.

The overall reaction mechanism can be further divided into

two half-cycle reactions known commonly for MLD deposi-

tion chemistry between a metal alkyl and an organic diol

Xð Þ SOAl� OH� þ Al CH3ð Þ3 ! SOAlO

� Al CH3ð Þ2
� þ CH4;

Yð Þ SOAlO� Al CH3ð Þ� þ OH� R� OH

! SOAlOAl� O� R� OH� þ CH4;

where “S” denotes the starting substrate, R represents either

C4H8 or C4H4 in this case, and * stands for the surface

species.

In situ QCM is initially employed to attain the tempera-

ture window for alucone depositions following (X) and (Y)

half cycle reactions. Figure 2 shows the temperature depen-

dent mass gain of the deposited alucone films. A 1 s-30 s-1 s-

30 s dose and purge sequence for alternate TMA and BD/

BDy doses is utilized for the deposition of films. Although

lower activation barrier energy is involved which necessi-

tates considerably low thermal energy required for the com-

pletion of the reaction process, considering the annealing

temperatures of the organic precursors, the minimum deposi-

tion temperature for both alucone films is kept at 80 �C and

not lower.

As seen from Fig. 2, the mass gain is found to decrease

with the increasing deposition temperature, a trend visible

for both the alucone films. Such a decrease in film growth at

higher deposition temperatures is seen earlier in the case of

other hybrid films as well.23 This can be attributed to primar-

ily two causes. On the one hand, while higher desorption of

species from the substrate can result in lower growth, a more

probable cause is the lower rate of organic precursor adsorp-

tion on the surface at higher temperatures, leading to a

reduced growth rate. Thus, due to the maximum growth rate

attained, henceforth all depositions are carried out at 80 �C
for all further characterization of the alucone films.

The self-limiting nature of film growth is studied to con-

firm the occurrence of surface limited reactions of TMA and

BD/BDy without any time dependent residual desorption

occurring from the surface. Figure 3 shows mass gain versus

number of doses of TMA and BD/BDy precursors.

(n � 1) s-30 s-1 s-30 s and 1 s-30 s-(m � 1) s-30 s dosing

sequences are utilized for studying the self-limiting behavior

of TMA and BD(or BDy). Here, “n” and “m” are the number

of doses of TMA and BD(or BDy), respectively. As seen

from Fig. 3(a), in the case of the TMA-BD alucone film, five

consecutive 1 s TMA doses corresponding to 3 � 104 L

result in the self-saturation of the precursor. Similarly, satu-

ration is obtained with five consecutive 1 s doses of BD as

well. For TMA-BDy on the other hand, a single dose of

TMA (6 � 104 L) results in a saturated growth. BDy how-

ever requires five or more 1 s doses to get saturated. No fur-

ther increase in mass gain is observed on further exposure of

the surface to subsequent precursor doses, thus validating the

self-limiting criteria for the ALD/MLD reaction between

TMA and BD as well as TMA and BDy. This satisfies the

primary criterion of ALD/MLD growth.

Furthermore, the growth nature of the hybrid films is

observed also by in situ QCM. A linear growth of both alu-

cone films is observed at 80 �C as shown in Fig. 4, over a

seeding layer of Al2O3.

The total mass gain for 100 cycles of TMA-BD is found

to be ca. 2340 ng/cm2. This gives an average mass gain of

23.40 ng/cm2 per cycle. TMA-BDy alucone films are also

found to have similar growth behavior with a negligible

difference in the average mass gain per cycle being

FIG. 1. (Color online) Probable reaction mechanism of alucone film growth

using TMA and BD considering a 2:3 stoichiometry.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Mass gain vs deposition temperature for TMA-BD

and TMA-BDy as measured by in situ QCM.
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approximately 24 ng/cm2. Considering the density of the

materials to be ca. 1.7–1.8 gm/cm3, as attained from XRR

measurements (as shown in Fig. S2 in the supplementary

material), a growth rate of 0.8–0.9 Å/cycle is obtained. This

is significantly lower than other alucone films developed ear-

lier.18,27 That the presence of single carbon bonds in BD

might cause double reactions during TMA-BD alucone

growth thus leading to lower growth is expected. However,

such a low growth rate for the sp-hybridized carbon linkage

containing TMA-BDy films is unexpected and in contrast to

the initial belief of this work. Considering the chain length

of BDy molecules, such a growth rate is found to be much

lower than that of the expected values for linear growth of a

single monolayer of film. This indicates the tendency of both

TMA-BD and TMA-BDy film formation dissimilar to the

ideal scenario as shown in Fig. 1.

To further understand the cause behind the relatively low

growth rate of both the alucone films, closer inspection of

the growth characteristics of the aliphatic organic precursor

based alucone films is carried out. A significant difference in

mass gain between the nucleation and the steady state region

of growth of both alucone films on the Al2O3 surface is

observed at 80 �C. Similar growth characteristic features are

obtained independent of temperature. Figures 5(a) and 5(c)

and Figs. 5(b) and 5(d) show the first alucone cycle on the

Al2O3 seed layer and few of the later cycles in the linear

growth regime of TMA-BD and TMA-BDy film depositions,

respectively.

It is found from Fig. 5 that a large positive mass gain is

observed in the first cycle of TMA-BD/BDy growth. Mass

gains of 108.46 and 80.27 ng/cm2 are obtained during the

first TMA-BD and TMA-BDy cycles, respectively. This is

followed by a considerable decrease in the steady state linear

growth regime. Almost a 1/5th and 1/4th decrease in the

mass is observed. An average mass gain of approximately

22–23 ng/cm2 is obtained during the steady state growth

regime of both alucone films. In the case of the absence of

reactive surface sites due to surface poisoning during the ini-

tial cycles of growth, such a decrease in mass gain can be

seen in the later growth cycles. This definitely hints toward

the possibility of occurrence of double reactions for both ali-

phatic diols, irrespective of the nature of their carbon-carbon

bonds, during film growth.

B. In situ FTIR studies

The possibility of double reactions as seen from in situ
QCM is further confirmed by studying the surface reactions

occurring in the initial few cycles of alucone growth on the

Al2O3 surface by employing in situ FTIR studies. The TMA-

BDy difference FTIR spectra are demonstrated to show the

possibility of double reactions in the case of alkyne diols, in

contrast to the initial assumption. Figure 6 shows the FTIR

difference spectra of TMA-H2O and TMA-BDy for alucone

growth over the Al2O3 surface.

100 cycles of Al2O3 are performed on KBr pellets ini-

tially. Each of the spectra here is a difference spectrum

obtained with reference to its previous one. The positive

peaks denote the presence of the particular species, while the

negative ones denote the absence due to its removal from the

surface. For clarity in presentation, all spectra are shown

between only 2500 and 3700 cm�1. Changes in the FTIR

peaks are obtained as expected as shown for the last ALD

Al2O3 cycle. After saturated TMA dosages, a positive CH

stretch is observed at 3016 cm�1 with a simultaneous inver-

sion of the OH stretch at 3400 cm�1. Subsequent H2O dos-

ages show an appearance and disappearance of OH and CH

stretches, respectively, thus confirming the growth of the

Al2O3 film. This is immediately followed by the deposition

FIG. 3. (Color online) Self-limiting behavior of (a) TMA and BD precursors

and (b) TMA and BDy precursors measured using in situ QCM during alu-

cone deposition.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Linear growth for 100 cycles of alucone films depos-

ited at 80 �C.
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of TMA-BDy cycles. The TMA-1 spectrum is identical to

the TMA spectrum as expected. Subsequent BDy dosages

result in the disappearance of the CH stretch at 3016 cm�1

with the simultaneous appearance of symmetric and asym-

metric stretching CH2 vibrations at 2907 and 2857 cm�1,

respectively, as seen from the BDy-1 spectrum in Fig. 6. The

CH2 stretches are signatures for the BDy molecule.

However, no significant positive appearance of OH is found

after the dosing of BDy (BDy-1). This continues in the same

manner for the consecutive alucone cycles. As a result, the

fifth TMA pulsing also does not display any discernible neg-

ative OH stretch. The absence of the complete replacement

of surface sites during each half-cycle reaction validates the

lower growth rate recorded by QCM as described previ-

ously. Similar observation is recorded for TMA-BD films

which can be well attributed to the occurrence of double

reactions as earlier reported for metalcone films.18,23

However, the fact that TMA-BDy films also result in simi-

lar growth features shows the failure to overcome double

reactions using sp-hybridized carbon containing homobi-

functional organic precursor molecules. This definitely

shows that during the first cycle itself, the organic molecule

undergoes possible double reactions, thus validating the

earlier QCM results. A detailed study on the flip-flop of dif-

ferent signature vibrational peaks during alucone growth is

provided in Fig. S3 in the supplementary material.

The occurrence of double reactions during film growth

further gives rise to probabilities of adsorption of TMA mol-
ecules in the near surface region of the hybrid polymer films.

The progressive growth of TMA-BD and TMA-BDy alucone
films is observed by recording the FTIR spectra after each

100 cycles of alucone deposition till 500 cycles of the films.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the frequency spectrum as
recorded by FTIR, depicting the linear growth of both TMA-

BD and TMA-BDy alucone films.

All the absorbance spectra are recorded with the bare KBr

pellet as the background reference. The progressive increase

in the absorbance intensity of the C-H, C-C, and C-O signa-

ture peaks justifies the linear growth of alucone films. All

the observed vibrational features can be considered as the

signature peaks for aluminum alkoxide polymer chains. Both

the experimentally obtained absorbance spectra closely

match the spectrum generated using density functional the-

ory calculations as well. This confirms the assignment of the

vibrational features against the signature peaks.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Mass gain measured by in situ QCM during (a) first TMA-BD cycle, (b) linear growth regime of TMA-BD, (c) first TMA-BDy cycle,

and (d) linear growth regime of TMA-BDy.

FIG. 6. (Color online) In situ FTIR spectra of the last TMA-H2O cycle and

the first and fifth TMA-BDy cycles.
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Prominent absorbances observed in Fig. 7 at

3000–2800 cm�1 correspond to the C-H stretching vibrations

from the (O-CH2CH2CH2CH2-O) or (O-CH2CCCH2-O)

linkage in the polymer. C-C and C-O stretches are found at

1100 and 1020 cm�1, respectively. Due to the very low

absorbance intensity of C�C, no discernible peak is

observed for that particular bonding in Fig. 7(b). The pres-

ence of a peak at around 650 cm�1 is due to the Al-O stretch-

ing vibration in the alucone films. Smaller absorbances

corresponding to CH2 scissors and wag modes are also found

between 1300 and 1500 cm�1.

Apart from the negligible absorbance around

3000–3500 cm�1 which denotes the absence of the prominent

O-H stretch, the presence of a prominent feature at 1201 cm�1

for both TMA-BD and TMA-BDy alucone films is noteworthy

here. This peak can be attributed to the Al-CH3 deformation

which may be due to the presence of unreacted TMA in the

near surface regions of the hybrid alucone films. This definitely

suggests that the complete removal of the CH3 species does not

occur after BD/BDy dosages, thus leading to the entrapment of

unreacted Al-CH3* species in the bulk of the material.

The presence of unreacted Al-CH3* is also confirmed by

studying the self-saturation of TMA and BD from in situ
FTIR measurements (Fig. S4 in the supplementary material).

This lack of complete reaction and removal of Al-CH3* spe-

cies can be attributed to the diffusion limitations or steric

hindrance of BD and BDy molecules. That the absorbance

peak at around 1200 cm�1 is due to the presence of TMA is

further confirmed from the fact that on continuous H2O dos-

ing on the film, the deformation peak completely disappears

with time. H2O being a molecule smaller in size than BD/

BDy can obviously enter the limited spaces between the

TMA-BD/TMA-BDy polymer chains and react with the

unreacted Al-CH3* surface sites, thus resulting in the disap-

pearance of that particular vibrational peak. This is however

not the case in the case of repeated BD/BDy pulsing, show-

ing that BD or BDy is not able to completely react with the

existing Al-CH3 surface species.

This possibility of the double reactions taking place dur-

ing film growth thus leads to the probability of a reaction

mechanism different from an ideal one as depicted in Fig. 1.

As described in an earlier report for TMA/Glycidol alucone

films, in this work also, the stoichiometry of TMA:BD and

TMA:BDY can be calculated from the following relation:19

DMTMA= DMTMA þ DMBð Þ ¼ x: MTMAð Þ= x:MTMAð
þ y: MB � MCH4ð ÞÞ:

Here, MTMA, MB, and MCH4
are the molar masses of TMA,

butanediol or butynediol, and the by-product methane, respec-

tively. For a 2:3 TMA/BD stoichiometry, the said ratio would

be approximately 0.4. The mass gain of 108.46 ng/cm2

obtained from in situ QCM as shown in Fig. 5(a) in the very

first XY cycle of TMA-BD results in a ratio of DMTMA/

(DMTMAþDMBD) of approximately 0.5. Although not

exactly accurate, this moderately close similarity between the

ideal and observed values shows that TMA and BD are likely

to react at a 2:3 ratio during the first MLD cycle of alucone

deposition. In the linear regime, on the other hand, the average

ratio obtained from the mass gains of 22 ng/cm2 as seen in

Fig. 5(c) is 0.65 which corresponds to a TMA/BD stoichiome-

try of 2:1. Such a discrepancy in stoichiometry between the

first and later cycles of the alucone film points toward the

occurrence of two probable reactions during the MLD growth.

First, two molecules of TMA may react with a single BD mol-

ecule, thus explaining the probable double reactions taking

place. Or, an Al2O2 dimeric core can be formed due to the

TMA reaction with BD. Here, the most probable option how-

ever seems to be the first one as this explains the presence of

unreacted methylene deformation features as observed in the

bulk material from FTIR measurements. Similar values are

also attained for the TMA-BDy films as well. Thus, the modi-

fied schematic can be represented as shown in Fig. 8.

The 2:1 stoichiometry thus also explains the relatively

low growth rate of the alucone films. Although expected in

the case of TMA-BD films, the possibility of overcoming the

double reactions using BDy molecules with C�C linkage to

provide support to the polymer chain for the growth of alu-

cone films thus fails here.

C. Stability studies

Occurrence of double reactions not only results in the low

growth rate of the films but also affects the stability of the

FIG. 7. (Color online) Vibrational spectra of (a) TMA-BD and (b) TMA-

BDy with an increase in the number of deposition cycles.
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grown hybrid films in air. The presence of unreacted Al-CH3

makes these alucone films highly susceptible to the action of

ambient moisture. Figure 9 shows a comparison in the FTIR

spectrum of both alucone films recorded in situ and on

immediate exposure to the ambient measured ex situ.

As evident, for both the films, exposure to the ambient

results in immediate changes in the chemical nature of the

films. This is likely due to the diffusion of atmospheric H2O

into the films, which reacts with the unreacted TMA species.

The Al-CH3 deformation completely disappears in the case

of TMA-BDy, while a significant reduction is observed for

TMA-BD films. Thus, a slight difference in the rate of degra-

dation of the films can be observed. This can be due to the

difference in the volume of unreacted TMA in the bulk of

the polymer films as seen earlier from in situ FTIR, being

higher for TMA-BD and lower for TMA-BDy films. This

decrease in absorbance intensities is however not continu-

ous. The changes occur either immediately or during the ini-

tial few hours of exposure, after which no significant change

takes place as is evident from the time dependent FTIR and

XRR measurements as shown in Fig. 10.

No changes are found on the other hand for the samples if

kept in vacuum for the same time period. Capping of the alu-

cone films with approximately 100 cycles (10 nm) of Al2O3

also does not result in completely preventing the absorption

of moisture in the material. The stability issue thus still per-

sists to be a major concern for alucone films in this work as

well.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Alucone films are deposited by molecular layer deposi-

tion using TMA as the inorganic source and two organic

sources, 1,4-butynediol and 1,4-butanediol at 80 �C. The

presence of sp-hybridization in alkyne 1,4-butynediol is

believed to provide a possibility of overcoming the double

reactions which were expected to occur for alkane 1,4-buta-

nediol based films.

The self-limiting growth behavior of the precursors con-

firms the ALD/MLD type growth of both alucone films.

Under deposition conditions of 80 �C temperature and 30 s

purge time, a growth rate as low as 0.8–0.9 Å/cycle is

observed for both TMA-BD and TMA-BDy films using in
situ QCM and XRR measurements. This is in contrast to the

higher growth rate as expected for TMA-BDy films in the

case of linear growth without any double reactions occur-

ring. Further, stoichiometric calculations based on the

DMTMA/(DMTMAþDMBD or BDy) ratio show that although

film growth follows a 2:3 stoichiometry during the first

deposition cycle, a 2:1 stoichiometry of film growth is

observed in the linear regime of both the films. In situ FTIR

measurements showing the absence of any significant flip-

flop of OH stretch during each half cycle of the alucone films

validate the resultant lower growth rates. Thus, despite linear

growth of the alucone films, both deposition chemistries

show probabilities of occurrence of double reactions during

film growth irrespective of the nature of carbon bonds in

their aliphatic organic constituents, thus contradicting the

original belief.

The occurrence of double reactions results in the entrap-

ment of unreacted TMA in the bulk of the alucone films,

which renders the films unstable in ambient. The volume of

unreacted TMA in TMA-BDy films is however observed to

be lower than that in TMA-BD films. This results in the mar-

ginally improved stability of the TMA-BDy alucone films in

atmosphere. The difference in the presence of unreacted

TMA in the bulk of the films although suggests the

FIG. 8. (Color online) Probable reaction mechanism of alucone film growth

using TMA and BD considering a 2:1 stoichiometry.

FIG. 9. (Color online) In situ and ex situ FTIR spectra of (a) TMA-BD and

(b) TMA-BDy alucone films.
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possibility of lesser double reactions occurring during

growth of the alkyne based alucone films as compared to

alkane ones, the lack of any definite proof remains. The fact

that a significantly low growth rate is obtained also contra-

dicts the above possibility. A detailed theoretical understand-

ing of the growth mechanism of the films using surface DFT

calculations can throw significant light on this contradiction

and definitely remains a scope for future. Thus, it is found

that although aliphatic organic based hybrid films have an

advantage of lower deposition temperature over aromatic

ones, the possibility of double reactions remains irrespective

of the nature of carbon bonds in them. Whether any other

AB chemistry utilizing homobifunctional organic precursors

would provide a solution for the development of hybrid films

at relatively low deposition temperature overcoming the

double reactions still remains to be seen.
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